A new approach to design of nonlinear observers (state estimators) is proposed. The main idea is to (i) construct a convex set of dynamical systems which are contracting observers for a particular system, and (ii) optimize over this set for one which minimizes a bound on state-estimation error on a simulated noisy data set. We construct convex sets of continuous-time and discrete-time observers, as well as contracting sampled-data observers for continuous-time systems. Convex bounds for learning are constructed using Lagrangian relaxation. The utility of the proposed methods are verified using numerical simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of estimating the "internal state" (a.k.a. hidden or latent variables) of a dynamical system is one of the canonical problems in control engineering, and similar problems are encountered in time-series prediction, machine learning, signal processing, and may other fields. For linear systems a comprehensive methodology is available that combines computational simplicity, stability, and certain types of statistical or deterministic optimality (e.g. [1] , [2] ).
For non-linear systems, on the other hand, compromises are necessary. In all but a few isolated cases there is no finite-dimensional representation of the statistically-optimal estimator, so one must sacrifice one or more of optimality, global stability, or computational simplicity.
Extended Kalman filters retain the simple structure of the linear case, but are suboptimal and stability is generally difficult to establish [1] . More accurate but computationally intensive approaches include particle filters a.k.a. sequential Monte Carlo methods [3] , Moving-horizon estimation [4] , and set-valued state estimators [5] . Notably, particle filters and set-valued estimators maintain high-dimensional representations of a distribution (or set) of possible states, rather than a simple point estimate, while moving-horizon estimation maintains a long history of recorded inputs and outputs. Therefore even for low order systems, the internal state of the estimator is of high dimension.
The term "nonlinear observer" usually refers to a state estimator that abandons any claim to statistical optimality, but is a dynamical system of low dimension (equal or similar dimension to the true system), which is simple to implement, and for which global or semi-global stability can be established analytically or computationally [6] .
Over the years, many methods of observer design have been developed, including those based on geometric methods *This work was supported by the Australian Research Council 1 I. Manchester is with the Australian Centre for Field Robotics, School of Aerospace, Mechanical and Mechatronic Engineering,, University of Sydney, Australia. ian.manchester@sydney.edu.au [7] , high-gain designs [8] , immersion and invariance [9] , and finding a nonlinear transformation (possibly with excessive coordinates) to a stable linear observer [10] .
Computational approaches based on convex optimization (in particular, linear matrix inequalities and semidefinite programming) have been used to construct observers for systems with nonlinearities characterized by monotonicity [11] , [12] and L 2 gain (e.g. [13] and references therein). Most approaches are based on the search for a quadratic Lyapunov function, while in [14] sum-of-squares programming was used to find observers for polynomial systems via certain non-quadratic Lyapunov functions. Sum-of-squares relaxes the search for sign-definite polynomials to a semidefinite program [15] , and will also be applied in the present paper.
Several papers have addressed observer design using contraction analysis, e.g. [16] , [17] , [18] . Indeed, observer design was one of the original motivations for contraction analysis as introduced in [16] . Contraction analysis is based on the study of a nonlinear system by way of its differential dynamics (a.k.a. variational system) along solutions. Roughly speaking, since the differential dynamics are linear timevarying (LTV), many techniques from linear systems theory can be directly applied. A central result is that if all solutions of a smooth nonlinear system are locally exponentially stable in a common metric, then all solutions are globally exponentially stable. Historically, basic convergence results on contracting systems can be traced back to the results of [19] in terms of Finsler metrics, further explored in [20] , while convex conditions for existence and robustness of limit cycles were given in [21] , and extensions to constructive feedback design were given in [22] .
In this paper we will construct convex sets of contracting observers for continuous and discrete-time nonlinear systems, as well as sampled-data observers, i.e. discretetime observers for continuous-time systems. Sampled-data observer design is complicated by the inability to exactly solve a nonlinear differential equation over a sampling interval, and simple numerical integration techniques can cause instability [23] . We will construct sampled-data observers via trapezoidal approximation, and prove that they remain stable.
Having constructed a convex set of observers, we propose optimizing over this set to find an observer that minimizes a measure of state estimation error on a finite data set. That is, our approach is based on learning from data, and is similar to the prediction error methods in black-box nonlinear system identification [24] , [25] and recurrent neural networks [26] . The central difference is that in prediction-error method the objective is to find a dynamical model of the system, whereas in this paper we assume a dynamical model is known, and the objective is to optimize a state estimator. This could be considered a form of regularization of prediction error methods: the identified model must behave as an observer for a certain known system. Another interesting possible application is for cybersecurity: being able to ensure that the result of learning from data is a valid observer for a nominal system could be a form of protection against "data poisoning" attacks [27] .
This paper builds upon a framework introduced for system identification and model reduction in [28] , [29] . In particular, we make use of similar convex parameterizations of stable systems and bounds on nonlinear system behaviour as those papers. The novel contributions of this paper are: (i) we show how these techniques can be applied to the observer design problem, (ii) we provide new convex sets of models for CT systems and exponentially contracting systems, (iii) we show that trapezoidal integration of CT observers preserves stability, and (iv) we propose a method to optimize mean-square error of observers based on simulated data. The benefits of the proposed approach are illustrated using simulations.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Notation
In this paper, we will consider both continuous-time (CT) and discrete-time (DT) systems and signals. Let Z + and R + denote the non-negative integers and reals, respectively. Let n 2 denote the set of square-summable signals Z + → R n . Similarly, L n 2 denotes the subspace of square-integrable signals R + → R n . We use subscripts for time indexing, i.e. for a signal x, x t ∈ R n denotes its value at time t ∈ Z + or R + . For a symmetric matrix, A > 0 (A ≥ 0) denotes positive-definiteness (semidefiniteness), and A > B (A ≥ B) means A − B > 0 (A − B ≥ 0). For a vector x, |x| is the Euclidean norm, and |x| 2 P is shorthand for x P x where P > 0. We will also abuse notation slightly by using the shorthand |H| 2 P = H P H even if H is matrix with more than one column.
B. Observer Design
In this subsection we describe the deterministic nonlinear observer design problem. In Section IV we will extend consideration to stochastic models with disturbances and measurement errors.
We consider a "true system" model with finite-dimensional state x ∈ R n , driven by a known input u ∈ R m and producing a measured output y ∈ R p . The dynamic and sensor models are given by the following equations
where the operator σ represents d dt for CT models, and the shift operator x t → x t+1 for DT models. In the CT case, for simplicity of development we will assume existence and uniqueness of solutions for all t ∈ [0, ∞).
In this paper, an observer for (1) is another dynamical system with a state estimate as its internal statex ∈ R n , which takes the input and output of (1) as its own inputs:
While more general notions of an observer are possible with different dimension to the true system [6] , for this paper we restrict attention to the simplest case when the observer's internal state isx. We will assume that the functions a, g, φ are continuously differentiable in their arguments.
The observer design problem is to find a function φ in (2) such thatx t is uniquely-defined on t ∈ [0, ∞) (which we call well-posedness), and guaranteed to converge (in some sense) to x t as t → ∞. In this paper, we will focus on the following forms of convergence:
Definition 1: System (2) is said to be an L 2 observer for (1) if for all x 0 ∈ R n ,x 0 ∈ R n x t −x t ∈ L n 2 for CT or n 2 for DT observers, and ifx 0 = x 0 thenx t = x t for all t ≥ 0. System (2) is said to be an exponential observer with rate λ > 0 if the stronger condition holds that there exists a function b :
(3)
C. Contraction Analysis
Contraction analysis [16] studies the convergence of solutions of a dynamical system to each other, rather than to a particular pre-defined "nominal" solution as in standard Lyapunov analysis. Thus stability of a system can be established independent of knowledge of a particular solution, a property which is particularly well suited to observer design.
Contraction analysis is based on the study of the differential dynamics (a.k.a. variational, linearized, prolonged), defined along solutions of a system of the form (2):
A central result of [16] for the CT case is that if there exists a uniformly bounded metric M (x) such thaṫ
whereṀ = ∂M ∂x φ, then the system is contracting with rate λ. In the DT case we have the similar condition
D. Bounds and Identities for Quadratic Functions
Throughout the paper we will frequently use the following simple property. Concave functions g(c, P ) = −c P −1 c with c ∈ R n , P = P > 0 obey the upper bound:
where the right-hand side is a convex function of c, P for any fixed b ∈ R n . Inequality (4) follows directly from the expansion b P b − 2b c + c P −1 c = |c − P b| 2 P −1 ≥ 0. From this expansion it is also clear that the bound (4) is tight if c = P b.
We will also frequently use the following version of the polarization identity, valid for Q = Q > 0, arbitrary matrices E, F of appropriate dimension, and arbitrary scalar h > 0, which follows from expansion of the right hand side:
wherex
We define a contracting observer set for a system (1) as any system set such that, for all θ ∈ Θ, the following two conditions are satisfied: 1) Contraction: any pair trajectoriesx a ,x b of (2) with the same inputs (u, y) but with different initial conditionŝ
Correctness: when initialised withx 0 = x 0 , the observer matches the true system, i.e.x t = x t for all t ≥ 0. This is the case if and only if
In what follows, we will usually drop the θ argument, and speak directly of searching over functions φ(x, u, y). It is obvious that these two conditions are sufficient for (2) to be an observer for (1) for any θ ∈ Θ: correctness implies that the true state x is a particular solution of the observer, while contraction implies that all solutions of the observer converge to each other, hence all solutions of the observer converge to the true state. This characterization of a contracting observer is a special case of the idea of virtual system used to study observers and more general synchronization behaviors in [30] .
A. Convex Sets of Contracting Continuous-Time Observers
In this section we will construct convex sets of contracting nonlinear observers for CT systems of the forṁ
We will construct our observers in the following implicit representation:
where E(x) = ∂ ∂x e(x). As noted in [28] , [29] an implicit system representation significantly expands the flexibility of the system set while retaining convexity.
We will ensure that E(x) is invertible for allx, and hence the observer can be rewritten in the explicit forṁ
In principle, our results apply to search over infinite dimensional space of functions e, f that are continuously differentiable, but in practical implementations e and f will be linearly parameterized by a finite-dimensional vector θ:
where θ ∈ R q and each basis function e i : R n → R n , f i : R n ×R m ×R p → R n , is continuously differentiable in its arguments. In particular, if the basis functions are polynomials, then sum-of-squares programming can be used to guarantee global sign-definiteness [15] .
To show contraction, we make use of the differential dynamics of (10), defined along a particular solutionx, u, y:
where
. Following [28] , we will consider contraction metrics of the
is an auxiliary matrix variable. Contraction with respect to this metric can be established by differential dissipation inequalities: (14) for all δ,x, u, y. In particular, L 2 contraction follows from any H > 0, while exponential contraction with rate λ follows from the choice H = 2λE P −1 E. The optimal bound b(x a 0 ,x b 0 ) in (7) is the Riemannian energy with respect to V [22] .
The correctness condition for observer (10) and system (9) is the following linear (and hence convex) constraint:
With E invertible, this clearly implies (8) via (11) .
So the objective is to find an observer (10) with E(x) invertible for allx that satisfies the contraction condition (14) and the correctness condition (15) . The difficulty is that both invertibility of E(x) and (14) are nonconvex constraints on θ. We first recall the following useful result [29, Thm. 1], giving a convex constraint for invertibility:
for some µ > 0, then e is a bijection, and E is non-singular for all x.
We now present two alternative choices of convex constraints guaranteeing the contraction condition (14) . 1) CT1: We restrict the space of functions e to the class of e(x) = P x. Then (14) reduces to the condition
with H > 0 for L 2 contraction or H = 2λP for exponential contraction with rate λ. This is jointly convex in e, f, P and quasi-convex in λ. 2) CT2: Condition (14) is replaced with the stronger condition
for some scalar h > 0 and arbitrary matrix H > 0 for L 2 contraction or H = 2λE P E for exponential contraction with rate λ. Both of these conditions are jointly-convex in e, f, P , and the exponential contraction conditions are quasi-convex in λ > 0. Therefore the rate λ can be maximized via bisection search with a convex feasibility problem at each step.
The following theorem summarizes the main results of this section:
Theorem 1: Given a true system (9), a convex set of contracting observers is given by the system set (10), (12) , with Θ defined by the convex constraints (16), (15) , and either (17) or (18), with H as specified for L 2 or exponential contraction.
Proof: As remarked above, well-posedness follows from (16) via Lemma 1. The correctness condition (15) is clearly equivalent to (8) via the explicit representation (11) .
To prove that (17) implies contraction for CT1, note that with e(x) = Px the observer iṡ
and contraction (14) follows directly from (17) since E = P .
To show that (18) implies contraction for CT2, we first apply (5) to (14) gives the equivalent condition
Eδ Then applying (4) with c = (E − h 2 F )δ and b = δ shows that (18) guarantees (14) .
Remark 1: By using different quantities for b in (4) one obtains a family of convex sets guaranteeing contraction. For example, an iterative refinement procedure could start with CT1 or CT2 and take advantage of the fact that (4) is tight
where k indexes iteration number, such that the convex bound is tight at the result of the previous iteration.
B. Convex Sets of Contracting Discrete-Time Observers
This section contains parallel results for DT systems:
The observers we will consider are of the implicit form
with e, f parameterized as in (12), but we will ensure that e is a bijection, and hence the observer can be written in the explicit form
Well-posedness, i.e. the fact that e is a bijection, will be guaranteed by ensuring E + E ≥ µI, and applying Lemma 1. A solution can generally be obtained rapidly by Newton's method. The correctness condition in DT is e(a(x, u)) = f (x, u, g(x, u)) ∀x ∈ R n , u ∈ R m . (22) This constraint is linear (and hence convex) in e and f for any known functions a, g.
To study contraction, we make use of the differential dynamics of (20), given by
where we have used the shorthand E t := E(x t ) and F t := F (x t , u t , y t ).
Similarly to the CT case, contraction for the DT system will be evaluated via a metric of the form V (x, δ) = δ E(x) P −1 E(x)δ. The contraction condition is then
again using shorthand V t := V (x t , δ t ), and H > 0 for 2 contraction, and H = (1 − e −λ )E t P −1 E t for exponential convergence with rate λ. Condition (24) is not jointly convex in e, f, P due to the concave term −E t P −1 E t .
Using (4) to convexify (24) with b = δ t , C = E t δ t we obtain the following:
for allx ∈ R n , u ∈ R m , y ∈ R p . To summarize the construction in this section: Theorem 2: Given a true system (19) , a convex set of contracting observers is given by the parameterization (20) , (12) where Θ is defined by the following constraints 1) Contraction: for some P > 0, (25) holds with H > 0 arbitrary for 2 contraction, and H = 2λE P E for exponential contraction with rate λ. 2) Correctness: (22) holds for all x, u. which are convex in the unknowns e, f, P . Note that well-posedness follows automatically from (25) and Lemma 1.
C. Contracting Sampled-Data Observers for CT Systems
It is common in applications that a dynamical model is known in continuous time (e.g. from physical laws), but an observer is to be implemented in discrete time on a computer.
For nonlinear systems, the challenge is that exact solution of CT differential equation is not available, so precise sampling is generally not possible. Simple methods, such as Euler integration, can destroy stability properties of CT observers [23] . In this section we show that trapezoidal integration:
where h > 0 is the time-step, is particularly well-suited to sampled-data implementation of contracting observers.
It has long been known that trapezoidal integration enjoys favourable stability properties. In fact it is the most accurate linear multi-step method that guarantees stability when integrating arbitrary linear systems [31] . Given a CT observer satisfying the conditions of Section III-A, a sampled-data observer can be constructed as
(26) Note that the update from t → t + h depends on measured data of u and y at both times t and t + h.
Theorem 3: For a CT system (9) and any CT observer satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1, the sampled-data observer given in (26) is well-posed, 2 stable, and "correct" in the sense that it matches the trapezoidal integration of the CT system Proof: We sketch the proof due to space restrictions. Well-posedness of the observer (26) is guaranteed by Lemma
If CT1 is used, then by construction E + E > 0 and F + F ≤ 0 so clearly the observer is well-posed for any h. For CT2, by inspection the only term on the left-hand-side of (18) that is not negative-semidefinite is (E− h 2 F )+(E− h 2 F ) . Therefore since P > 0 this term is positive-definite, which is precisely the condition required for well-posedness.
Both CT1 and CT2 imply (14) . For the sampled data observer consider the differential dynamics:
. By the polarization identity and (14) this difference is uniformly negative-definite, and hence the observer is 2 contracting Note that exponential convergence with the same rate λ is not guaranteed, since the metric used to evaluate contraction is different.
D. Flexibility of the Observer Sets
To be able to find observers for a wide class of systems, it is of course beneficial to have as flexible a set of observers as possible. The main result regarding flexibility is the following:
Theorem 4: Considering observers in the span of (12), 1) CT1, CT2, and DT contain all observers that can be written in the form
where A o is a Hurwitz stable matrix for CT or Schur stable matrix for DT. 2) CT1 and DT additionally contain all nonlinear observers that are contracting with respect to a constant metric V (x, δ) = δ M δ where M = M > 0. we omit the proof due to space restrictions. Similar results are proved in [28] , [29] . 1 + 3x 2 ) . The positive slope aroundx = ± 1 2 implies that the systemẋ = φ(x) is not contracting with respect to a constant metric. However, it is in the set CT2.
This implies that observers exist in these sets for any system of the form
where the pair (A, C) is detectable, including all full-order observers for linear detectable systems.
From Theorem 1, it may appear that CT1 is more flexible than CT2. In fact CT1 contains systems that CT2 does not, and CT2 contains systems that CT1 does not. In particular, considering polynomial bases for e, f , CT1 contains the system:ẋ
CT2 does not contain this system: It is clear from (18) that (E − F ) + (E − F ) must be larger in magnitude than (E + F ) P −1 (E + F ), which is impossible if E is constant and F is unbounded in magnitude asx → ∞, as is the case if f is a polynomial of degree > 1.
On the other hand, CT2 contains systems that CT1 does not. In particular, the systeṁ
It can be seen from the graph of φ in Fig. 1 that the slope is positive, and hence there is no constant P > 0 such that P ∂φ ∂x + ∂φ ∂x P < 0. However, by direct evaluation this system satisfies (14) with P = 1, H = 0.1. However, it is contracting with respect to the metric V (x, δ) = δ E(x) P −1 E(x)δ = (0.1 + 3x 2 ) 2 δ 2 .
IV. LEARNING FROM DATA
Within a set of stable observers, it is natural to try to find the one that is "best" in some sense. A standard way to formulate the problem is to specify a particular stochastic model of the true system, e.g. in the DT case
where u t is a known input, and w t represents measurement and/or process noise, and is unknown but drawn from a known probability distribution (we assume w = 0 corresponds to a "nominal" model). Initial conditions may be known, or also drawn from a probability distribution. Then a measure of state estimation error is chosen, e.g. the meansquare error:
where E denotes the expectation operator (see, e.g., [1] ). Unfortunately there is no computationally tractable solution to this problem for most nonlinear systems, so some form of approximation is required.
We propose an approach based on "learning from data". The procedure we propose is outlined as follows:
1) Construct a "flexible" set of contracting nonlinear observers for the nominal (w = 0) model. 2) Draw one or more realisations of w and simulate the stochastic model (27) , collecting data setsz = {x t ,ũ t ,ỹ t |t = 0, 1, ..., T } as the realisations of x, u, y. 3) Optimize over the set of observers for one which minimizes the empirical mean-square error:
wherex are solutions of the observer simulated with dataũ t ,ỹ t , and an estimate ofx 0 . When multiple realisations of w are sampled, J is the sum of the corresponding mean-square errors. If a method is available for simulating a stochastic CT model, then the same approach can be applied to optimize sampleddata observers by subsampling at fixed rate.
Remark 2: In the linear case, the constraint that the learned observer is an observer for the nominal system means the resulting estimator is unbiased when w is zero mean. In the nonlinear case this is not generally true, but it can be considered as a form of regularization that introduces a bias to ensure reliable behaviour on data not in the training set.
While the above recipe can be followed using generic nonlinear programming methods to minimize J, this may prove challenging since J is a highly non-convex function of the observer parameters even in the linear case. One approach to addressing this is to use convex approximation based on Lagrangian relaxation of linearized estimation error, similar to the method proposed in [29] for system identification.
First we construct the linearization along the sampled "true solution"x, by introducing the local deviation∆ t ≈x t −x t obeying the dynamics
with∆ 0 = 0, where the equation errors t are defined as
Then the local mean-square error is
Roughly speaking, when the state estimation error is small, i.e.∆ t ≈x t −x t then J ≈ J 0 . A more formal derivation for system identification problems can be found in [29, Sec. V.B] . Note that if the observer dynamics are affine inx, then J and J 0 are identical. The problem of minimizing J 0 remains nonconvex, but a semidefinite programming bound can be constructed using Lagrangian relaxation [29] . This is most clearly expressed be rewriting (28) and H(θ,z) is a block lowerbidiagonal matrix that is affine in θ and is straightforward to construct from (28) .
Then a convex upper bound for J 0 is given bŷ
It can be shown that for all systems satisfying the contraction constraint, the supremum over ∆ is finite, and can be written in explicit form:
where H = H + H − I or, via Schur complement, in the equivalent semidefinite programming representation:
Algorithms have been developed for efficient solution of problems with this structure [32] , [33] . Both have computational complexity that is linear in the data length T , rather than cubic for a generic semidefinite programming solver.
The main result regardingĴ 0 is the following: Theorem 5: For all P = P > 0 and signal dataz, for every θ ∈ Θ, J 0 (θ,z) ≤Ĵ 0 (θ,z) < ∞. Furthermore, if the data setz is generated with w = 0, then the optimal values satisfy J 0, (z) =Ĵ 0, (z) = 0. We omit the details of the proof because of space restrictions, since it is similar to [29, Theorem 6] .
V. EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION
In this section we illustrate the method with some numerical simulations. The first example system we consider was previously studied in [12] :
The solution given in [12] relied on a certain ingenuity on the part of the designer, recognising the system can be decomposed into a linear part and a monotonic nonlinearity. In comparison, our method is quite "plug and play": we apply Theorem 1 using CT1 as a contracting set and f the set of degree-three polynomials inx, y, the contraction constraint is imposed via sum-of-squares [15] , and an observer is found in 1.41 seconds on 3.1 GHz Intel Core i7 with 16GB RAM. A bisection search over λ reveals that λ = 1 is the best rate of exponential convergence in this observer set, and with λ = 1 we computed the observer that minimized the 1 norm of the coefficients of f , to encourage sparsity of coefficients. All computations were done using Yalmip [34] and Mosek. Fig. 2 shows the evolution of the three states (solid lines) from initial conditions x 0 = [−3, 4, 1] and the observer states (dashed lines) initialized atx 0 = [0, 0, 0] . Also shown are the states of the sampled-data observer (circles) proposed in Section III-C with a sampling interval h = 0.1s. It can be seen that the sampled-data observer is a good approximation to the CT observer, and converges rapidly to the true states.
In Fig. 3 we show corresponding results with a longer sampling interval of h = 0.3s. It can now be seen that the behaviour of the CT and sampled-data observers are quite different in the initial transient, nevertheless both converge to the true states.
We next tested the ability of the learning approach in Section IV to find an observer with good performance on noisy data. To generate training data we simulated the CT system over 5 seconds, sampled the statex and output with sampling interval h = 0.1s, added Gaussian white noise of variance 0.01 to the output to generateỹ, and then minimized J 0 over the set CT1 with H = 10 −8 I.
We tested the resulting observer against the previouslydesigned observer (optimal with respect to λ) on 50 realisations of validation data, generated in the same way. A boxplot of the resulting mean-square errors is shown in Fig.  4 . For this example, the learned observer has around half the median error and one third the worst-case error of the observer optimized for λ.
To benchmark the proposed learning method against a "gold standard", we now turn to observer design for linear discrete-time systems and compare to the Kalman filter. We compare performance on randomly sampled systems, using different amounts of training data, as follows: 1) For each data length T ∈ {100, 250, 500, 1000, 2000} do the following Fig. 4 . State estimation error on noisy validation data, comparing the observer which is optimal in terms of exponential rate to the one which is optimized for noise performance via Lagrangian relaxation.
2) Sample 20 random 4th-order systems using Matlab drss command, eliminating systems with pure integrators. For each system compute the steady-state Kalman filter and do the following: 3) Generate a random training data set of length T and train a DT observer using the method of Sec. IV. 4) Sample 25 random validation data sets of length and compute the relative error for each, defined as a percentage:
wherex o is the state estimate from our learned observer, andx k is the state estimate from the Kalman filter. Boxplots of the computed J rel for all realisations are shown in Fig. 5 , and the median values of J rel for each training-data length are collected in Table I . It can be seen that with just a few hundred training samples, the median performance of the learned estimator comes within around 2% of the Kalman filter, and on some data sets outperforms the Kalman filter, indicated by negative quantities in Fig 5. VI. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, we have introduced methods for constructing convex sets of contracting CT, DT, and sampled-data observers for a given nonlinear system. We propose optimizing over these sets to based on sampled simulation data to "learn" and observer with good performance on noisy data. While we have focused on the case that the observer state isx, the proposed methods can be adapted to reducedorder and excessive-order observers. Also important is the case of "reduced-complexity" nonlinear observers, for which the correctness condition is infeasible, i.e. when the true system dynamics are not in the span of (12), one can relax correctness to bounded error in (8) subsets of R n × R m . Investigation of these approaches is underway.
